
ANT+ is the wireless protocol found in most of today's most popular sports watches and accessories.

Bluetooth low energy (BLE) is a wireless technology standard for personal area networks. BLE is targeted
for very low power devices, devices that can run on a coin cell battery for months or years.

Attach the ANT+ foot pod to your shoelace and plug in the ANT+ connector to your iPad. (On screen heart rate
monitor display is available as an optional feature as well with an ANT+ compliant heart rate strap).

Next, you select which video or videos wish to view and start the program.

After a brief countdown, your video begins to play on your iPad or HDTV connected (via AirPlay) as you run,After a brief countdown, your video begins to play on your iPad or HDTV connected (via AirPlay) as you run,
the foot pod transmits your pace to the wireless receiver.

This data is read by the Virtual Runner Software, which adjusts the speed of the video based on this data.

If you run faster, the video will speed up. If you slow down, the video will slow down.

See your overall time, average pace, distance covered (by mile or km) cadence and heart rate.

Virtual Runner is sure to make time y and improve your overall treadmill experience.

Virtual
Runner
Virtual Runner is an 
exciting new
approach to treadmill 
running. High
Denition videos of Denition videos of 
popular courses 
speed up and slow 
down according to 
your pace, fully
immersing you in the immersing you in the 
experience. Virtual 
Runner is designed to 
work WITH the
existing treadmill and existing treadmill and 
iPad. You simply 
install Virtual Runner 
on your iPad along 
with selected course 
videos. Courses are 
available for through 
in-App purchases. 
You can control the 
speed of the video 
manually or for a more 
interactive
experience, you can experience, you can 
add an ANT+ or BLE 
device.


